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linear-time suÆx array onstrution algorithms were proposed [5, 7,8℄ | all of them using a reursive approah inspired by [4℄ |, andin addition a linear-time pattern-mathing algorithm using suÆx ar-rays [12℄. Thus, apparently, suÆx arrays beame also a time-savingalternative to suÆx trees, and hene the data struture of hoie fora very large number of string proessing problems.In this paper we study in partiular two [5, 12℄ of the new algo-rithms, omparing the running time of various implementations ofthem with those of established, but in theory supralinear, algorithmsproposed earlier. To our surprise, we �nd that the new linear-timealgorithms are not faster in pratie than the best of the previouslyreported algorithms. We disuss the reasons for this phenomenonand the prospets for run time improvement.In Setion 2 we disuss the methodology of the new algorithmsand provide a brief outline of two of them. Setion 3 gives the re-sults of tests of implementations of the algorithms on a variety ofwell-known �le olletions. In Setion 4 we disuss the prospets forimprovement of the linear-time algorithms or for the derivation ofnew algorithms from them.2 Methodology of the New AlgorithmsThroughout this paper we assume that a string x = x[1::n℄ is given,with elements drawn from an indexed alphabet | that is, an al-phabet in whih any letter � diretly aesses position � in an ar-ray. Without loss of generality, then, we assume that the alphabet� = f1; 2; : : : ; kg, where k is a onstant. In addition, we make usefrom time to time of a speial (and smallest) letter 0 that does nothowever appear in x. When disussing pattern-mathing, we assumethat the pattern p = p[1::m℄ is also drawn from the same alphabet�. Reall that in the suÆx array �x = �x[1::n℄ of x, �x[i℄ = jif and only if the suÆx x[j::n℄ is the ith smallest in lexiographialorder over all the suÆxes of x. This ordering requirement meansthat all the suÆxes with the same longest ommon pre�x (LCP)must our onseutively in �x.As noted in Setion 1, three new suÆx array onstrution al-gorithms were proposed in 2003 [5, 7, 8℄. Of these, the seond [7℄ is



aording to its authors of theoretial interest, not for implemen-tation, while we were not able to obtain an implementation of thethird [8℄. Thus in this paper, we onsider the onstrution algorithm[5℄ only, whih we refer to as Algorithm KS. In addition, we onsiderthe pattern-mathing algorithm [12℄, referred to here as AlgorithmSKPP. The remainder of this setion provides an overview of thesetwo algorithms.2.1 Algorithm KSWe are given a string x on �:1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11x = a b r a  a d a b r a $or1 2 5 1 3 1 4 1 2 5 1 0: (1)We wish to ompute its suÆx array:1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11�x = 11 8 1 4 6 9 2 5 7 10 3: (2)Algorithm KS �rst radix-sorts the letters in positions i � 1 mod 3:C = f1; 1; 4; 5g in f1; 4; 7; 10g:The observation is made that, given the suÆxes si at positionsi 6� 1 mod 3 sorted in lexiographi order, i 6� 1 mod 3 sorted inlexorder, S = f11; 8; 6; 9; 2; 5; 3g; (3)it is easy in O(n) time to produe a merged list of all the suÆxes ofx (thus, the suÆx array �x).KS approximates the sorted suÆx array S by an array T of sortedtriples ti = x[i::i+2℄, i 6� 1 mod 3:T = f11; 8; 6; 2; 9; 5; 3g:Beause the alphabet is indexed, a stable radix sort an be used tosort the triples in �(2n=3) time; on the other hand, if two triplesare idential (for example, those in positions 2 and 9), sorting triplesannot be guaranteed to orretly represent the order of the orre-sponding suÆxes. To get around this problem, KS assigns to eahtriple ti a rank ri:



i ti ri11 10� 111 a$� 18 125 26 141 32 251 49 251 45 314 53 513 6Then a new string x(1) is formed using the ranks ri as alphabet,while retaining the order already omputed for T :x(1) = (ri; i � 2 mod 3) (ri; i � 0 mod 3)= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8(1 2 4 5) (3 4 6) $The formation of x(1) is justi�ed byTheorem 1. The order of the suÆxes of x(1) orresponds to theorder of the suÆxes in S:S = f11; 8; 6; 9; 2; 5; 3g�x(1) = 1 2 5 3 6 4 7This result is the basis of the reursive step in KS: apply the sameproess (sort letters � 1 mod 3 and triples 6� 1 mod 3) to x(1) (and,if neessary, to x(2), x(3), : : :) until all triples are distint. Then do amerge at eah level of reursion to determine eah �x(i) , and �nally�x.The �rst step requires O(n) time, the ith reursive step O(2in=3i)time, i = 1; 2; : : :|overallO(n) time. KS is a linear time suÆx arrayonstrution algorithm!2.2 Algorithm SKPPNow we suppose that x and �x are given, as in (1) and (2). Weseek to ompute every ourrene of a pattern p = p[1::m℄ in x; forexample, p = 251 (bra). Algorithm SKPP requires O(m log k) time;



it depends upon O(n) time preproessing of x and �x to omputefour arrays (b = dn=ke):W = W [1::k℄; X = X[1::b; 0::k℄;Y = Y [1::b; 1::k+1℄; Z = Z[1::b; 1::k+1℄:We reast our example slightly to expliitly inlude position 12:0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12x = 0 1 2 5 1 3 1 4 1 2 5 1 0�x = 12 11 8 1 4 6 9 2 5 7 10 3We an now de�ne W for every j 2 1::k as follows:W [j℄ = i i� x��x[i℄� = j and x��x[i0℄� 6= j for every i0 < i(the leftmost referene to letter j in �x); zero if no j in x.1 2 3 4 5W = 1 6 8 9 10If every j ours in x, then W [j+1℄�W [j℄ is the number of our-renes of j, 1 � j < k.The arrays X, Y & Z are omputed in order to permit eÆientimplementation of a virtual array N = N [�1::n; 0::k℄. We desribeN beause it is easier!For every j 2 0::k, N [�1; j℄ = 0, while for i � 0, N [i; j℄ ountsthe ourrenes of jx��x[i0℄::n� in x over all i0 2 0::i | thus our-renes of j that preede onseutive (in lexorder) suÆxes of x:0 1 2 3 4 5N = �1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 0 0 0 01 0 1 0 0 0 12 0 1 0 0 1 13 1 1 0 0 1 14 1 1 0 0 1 25 1 1 0 1 1 26 1 2 0 1 1 27 1 3 0 1 1 28 1 4 0 1 1 29 1 5 0 1 1 210 1 5 1 1 1 211 1 5 2 1 1 2



Algorithm SKPP �rst �nds all mathes in x for p[m℄ | this is arange [is::ie℄ in �x. Then it �nds the subrange of positions of p[m℄that are preeded by j = p[m�1℄ | in general, the subrange ofpositions of p[h+1℄p[h+2℄ � � �p[m℄ that are preeded by j = p[h℄:proedure SKPPh m; is  0; ie  nwhile h > 0 and is � ie doj  p[h℄is  W [j℄ +N [is�1; j℄ie  W [j℄ +N [ie; j℄� 1h h�1if is � ie then output (is; ie)Note that the algorithm atually yields all ourrenes of every suÆxof p. For p = 251,h = 3) is  W [1℄+N [�1; 1℄ = 1+0 = 1;) ie  W [1℄+N [11; 1℄�1 = 1+5�1 = 5;h = 2) is  W [5℄+N [0; 5℄ = 10+0 = 10;) ie  W [5℄+N [5; 5℄�1 = 10+2�1 = 11;h = 1) is  W [2℄+N [9; 2℄ = 6+0 = 6;) ie  W [2℄+N [11; 2℄�1 = 6+2�1 = 7:The alulation requires �(m) time, but the preproessing for Nrequires O(nk) time; using X; Y; Z redues preproessing to �(n)time, while inreasing alulation time to O(m log k). The standardapproah requires �(n) time for preproessing together with O(m+logn) time for eah searh.3 Tests on the New AlgorithmsIn this setion we desribe the results of tests arried out on im-plementations of KS (respetively, SKPP) in order to ompare eÆ-ieny with other suÆx struture onstrution (respetively, pattern-mathing) algorithms. The 82 test �les used ranged in size from 3.7Kbytes to 10.4 Mbytes, and were drawn from the olletions iden-ti�ed in Table 1. In addition 25 random �les were generated (us-ing the C pseudorandom number generator rand) on alphabets of



size 2, 4, 26, 85 and 128. Most of the tests were arried out botholletion URL # �lesCalgary www.data-ompression.info/Corpora/CalgaryCorpus 18Canterbury www.data-ompression.info/Corpora/CanterburyCorpus 11Large Canterbury www.data-ompression.info/Corpora/CanterburyCorpus 3DNA www.ebi.a.uk/embl 19Gutenberg www.promo.net/pg 6Table 1. File Colletions Used for Testingin Australia (Curtin University) and Canada (MMaster Univer-sity), in some ases using di�erent implementations; at MMasterall tests were run on two SunW Ultra 4 spar workstations with dif-fering CPU speeds, ahe sizes and memory sizes, and in additionthe soure ode was ompiled using two di�erent C ompilers. TheUnix times() utility was used to give average user time over 1000runs on eah input data set. There was very good agreement amongtest results aross variations in loation, platform and ompiler.3.1 Algorithm KSAmong suÆx struture onstrution algorithms urrently available,Sadakane's suÆx array algorithm [11℄ and Kurtz's implementation ofMCreight's suÆx tree algorithm [9℄ are perhaps the most eÆient,both in terms of time and spae. Sadakane's algorithm (AlgorithmS) requires only 9n bytes of storage and exeutes in O(n log2 n) worstase time; Kurtz's algorithm (Algorithm KM) uses as little as 20nbytes while exeuting in �(n) time. In pratie Algorithm S appearsgenerally to have an advantage over KM [16, p. 91℄, and so we on-�ned ourselves to testing S.In the �rst instane we ompared an implementation of Algo-rithm KS, downloaded fromwww.mpi-sb.mpg.de/~sanders/program/suffix,with one of Algorithm S, available from sada�is.s.u-tokyo.a.jp.Our basi �nding was that Algorithm S was 2{3 times faster thanAlgorithm KS, a result onsistent over all sizes and types of data �leexept for random �les on alphabets of sizes 2 and 4; on these random



�les, KS was nearly twie as fast as S. Both implementations behavedin pratie as if they were �(n), but with KS having a onstantof proportionality generally 2{3 times that of S. The anomaly forrandom �les on small alphabets seems to derive from the observation[6℄ that the expeted length of the longest repeating substring in arandom �le is O(logk n) | hene the expeted depth of the reursionfor KS applied to a random �le will be O(logk3 n), but as a rule verymuh larger for a nonrandom �le. Thus KS has an advantage onrandom �les, partiularly those on a small alphabet, that it loses onnonrandom ones.By pro�ling the exeution of KS, we disovered that about 40%of the exeution time was absorbed by nested indiret addressing inthe radix sorts. Furthermore, the depth of reursion for nonrandom�les was often large, indiating the frequent ourrene of at leastone pair of long repeating substrings. These observations led us toexperiment with variant implementations, as follows:{ replaing the array-based radix sort with a list-based radix sort;{ replaing the reursive steps with quiksort;{ using alphabet size k3 in the radix sort.None of these variants performed better than the original down-loaded KS implementation.3.2 Algorithm SKPPIn 1992 two papers were published [2, 15℄ that desribed a fast bitmap-ping approah to pattern-mathing that exploited the inherent par-allelism of the bits in a omputer word. (As noted in [13℄, thesepapers essentially redisovered a methodology originally proposed[3℄ in the mid-1960s.) The agrep utility, based primarily on [15℄, hasfor 10 years or so provided a standard for exat and approximatepattern-mathing that is both fast and exible.To test the e�etiveness of Algorithm SKPP, therefore, we on-duted omparisons of our own implementations (one at Curtin, oneat MMaster) of SKPP against agrep downloaded fromwww.manber.om/software.html.For SKPP there were two basi ases to onsider:



SKPP-1 The preproessing time for the four arrays W;X; Y; Z wasinluded in the timing for the algorithm. (Generally AlgorithmKS's time requirement for suÆx array onstrution was 3{10times that required to ompute all of W;X; Y; Z.)SKPP-2 Preproessing time was not inluded in the timing | thusonly the �(m) time for the pattern-mathing algorithm (proe-dure SKPP) itself.As expeted SKPP-2 was muh faster than agrep, ranging from 100times as fast for n � 104 to 100; 000 times as fast for n � 107.On the other hand, SKPP-1 generally ran 10{50 times as slowly asagrep, so that if all the preproessing were inluded (time for suÆxarray onstrution as well), the time requirement ould easily be 100times or more that of agrep. Thus an approah to pattern-mathingbased on the use of Algorithms KS and SKPP ould only be justi�edover use of agrep if there were a requirement to searh for multiplepatterns p, perhaps 100 or so, in x.A �nal remark: we did tests on the use of the array N de�ned inSubsetion 2.2 instead of X; Y; Z, but found an advantage in overallperformane only for alphabet size k = 2.4 Conlusions & Future ProspetsOur results suggest that{ the linear-time reursive algorithm KS for suÆx array onstru-tion is not as fast in pratie as Sadakane's O(n log2 n) algorithm;{ an approah to pattern-mathing based on suÆx arrays shouldbe onsidered only if multiple searhes (� 100) of the text stringx are expeted.The basi problem with Algorithm KS (as with the other two algo-rithms [7, 8℄ derived from Farah's algorithm [4℄) is that, in order todistinguish among what may be a small number of idential triples,it is neessary to involve all the triples in a reursive proess. In ourexample, this means that, even though in (3) only two of the triples(9 and 2) need to be distinguished in order to obtain the orretordering of the suÆxes, nevertheless all of the triples given in 3 need



to be onsidered in the reursive step. It appears that only by some-how avoiding this dupliation of e�ort an a major improvement bemade in the eÆieny of suÆx array onstrution.As perhaps a step in this diretion, we observe that the problemof ordering idential triples to onform to the ordering of suÆxes anbe formulated as a graph traversal problem. Suppose that the triplesx[i::i + 2℄, i � 0 or 2 (mod 3), have been radix-sorted and assignedranks 1; 2; : : :,�. This information an be represented as a digraphG = (V;A) with verties V of two kinds:{ � rank verties R with distint labels 1; 2; : : : ; �;{ 2n=3 position verties P with distint labels 2; 3; 5; 6; � � � .These verties would then give rise to ars of three kinds:{ ars (r; p) from r 2 R to p 2 P if and only if x[p::p+2℄ is of rankr;{ ars (r; r + 1) for every r < �;{ ars (p; p+ 3) for every p � n� 3.Thus, for the string 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18x = a b  a b d r s t a b  a b d s t r;we would form G as shown in Figure 1.Observe that, in this example, a short, simple searh would per-mit the two pairs (2; 11) and (3; 12) of idential rank to be separatedaording to the lexiographi order of the suÆxes. And, in gen-eral, it turns out that orresponding to every ar followed in suha graph the ordering of one suÆx an be determined, essentially alinear time operation. The advantage of this formulation is that it islinear and requires a searh only for eah triple that is not unique;the disadvantage is that the proessing an be O(n2) in the worstase.Referenes1. Alberto Apostolio, The myriad virtues of subword trees, CombinatorialAlgorithms on Words (NATO ASI Series F12), Alberto Apostolio & Zvi Galil(eds.), Springer-Verlag (1985) 85{96.
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